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About WYF 
 
Westonka Youth Football (WYF) is a volunteer organization operated in partnership with Westonka 
Community Education and Services. We are dedicated to offering young people in grades 4 through 6 an 
opportunity to learn the fundamentals of football and the value of teamwork in a safe and fun 
environment. We are committed to providing an opportunity for as many children as possible to 
participate in football under the rules of the league. 
 
We measure the success of our program in how many kids come back the next year, not wins and losses. 
While winning is certainly a factor in a positive experience it is not the primary factor for kids, parents or 
our program. 
 
WYF is a member of the Lake Minnetonka Athletic Association (LMAA), a youth football league with 
participants from Minnetonka, Orono, Mound Westonka, St. Louis Park, Hopkins, Wayzata/Plymouth and 
Maple Grove. The LMAA, established in 1961, is the governing body for the rules of the league. It is run 
by a board of directors consisting of representatives of each of the member districts. A copy of the league 
handbook including the rules can be found on the WYF website and the LMAA website at www.lmaa.org. 
 
For more information you can visit the WYF website at www.westonkayouthfootball.org or the LMAA 
website at www.lmaa.org. 
 
Coaching Registration 
 
All coaches are volunteers. Our goal is to have at least 3 coaches per team (1 head coach, 2 assistant 
coaches). In order to coach for the WYF you must do the following: 
 

1. Complete an online registration through the LMAA website. This registration includes a 
background check. To complete the registration visit http://www.lmaa.org/page/show/109604-
coaches-corner. 

2. Attend WYF Coaches Meeting 
3. Attend WYF Coaches Training 
4. Attend one of the LMAA rules meetings (dates TBD). 
5. Complete the online concussion training offered by the Centers for Disease Control at 

http://www.cdc.gov/concussion/HeadsUp/online_training.html. 
 
Only those coaches who have completed this process will receive their league issued I.D. and be allowed 
to coach in the WYF/LMAA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.westonkayouthfootball.org/
http://www.lmaa.org/
http://www.lmaa.org/page/show/109604-coaches-corner
http://www.lmaa.org/page/show/109604-coaches-corner
http://www.cdc.gov/concussion/HeadsUp/online_training.html
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Season Information 
 
Practices will begin in mid August and are generally held after 6 pm on Mondays, Tuesdays and/or 
Thursdays. We do not hold any practices or games on Wednesdays, Fridays or Sundays. Coaches will 
determine their practice schedule. 
  
Games will begin after Labor Day and run until mid October. Games are played on Monday, Tuesday 
and/or Thursday evenings at 6:30 or 8 pm and Saturdays at 9 am, 10:30 am, and noon with some games 
possible on Saturday afternoons. Practice and game schedules will be available on the WYF website. 
All WYF families will be asked to help out with concessions during a home varsity football game. Each 
grade level will take one game. Coaches will need to contact families with more details. 
 
Other Important Dates: 

• Weigh-in Night    
• Photo Night 
• Youth Football Night   
• End of Season Team Banquet   

 
Weather Cancellation Policy 
 
Practices and/or games may be cancelled due to severe weather conditions. Cancellations may also 
occur due to wet field conditions to allow the field’s adequate time to recover. Do not assume that your 
practice or game has been canceled without checking. 
 
Practice Cancellations  
The decision to cancel a practice is made by the Area Director and volunteer coaches. To check for 
weather cancellations please visit the WYF website at www.westonkayouthfootball.org or call 
952.491.8055 after 4 p.m. 
  
Game Cancellations  
The LMAA is the authority on game cancellation decisions. The LMAA maintains a weather line at 
952.583.1353 to provide information on weather related game cancellations. This information is updated 
at 4 p.m. on weekdays and 7 a.m. on Saturdays. 
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Coaching Information 
 
This guide is intended to help you meet the challenges and experience the many rewards of coaching 
young athletes. In this guide you will learn how to meet your responsibilities as a coach, teach tactics and 
skills, and learn strategies for coaching on game day. 
 
Responsibilities as a Coach 
 

1. Provide a safe physical environment. Playing football holds an inherent risk, but as a coach you 
are responsible for regularly inspecting your players equipment as well as the field conditions. 
 

2. Communicate in a positive way. You will be communicating not only with your players but also 
with parents, officials and other coaches. Communicate in a way that is positive and that 
demonstrates you have the best interests of the players at heart. 

 
3. Teach the tactics and skills of football. 

 
4. Teach the rules of football. 

 
5. Direct players in competition. This includes determining starting lineups and a substitution plan, 

relating appropriately to officials and opposing coaches and players, and making tactical 
decisions during the games. Remember, the focus is not on winning at all costs, but in coaching 
your kids to compete well, do their best, and strive to win within the rules. 

 
6. Teach teamwork and sportsmanship. 

 
Five Tools of an Effective Coach 
 
Outside of the traditional coaching tools such as a whistle, coaching clothes, and a clipboard, there are 
five other tools that a coach needs to be successful. These tools cannot be bought and are easy to 
remember with the acronym COACH: 
 
Comprehension 
Comprehension of the rules, tactics, and skills of football is required. You must understand the elements 
of the sport. In addition to having football knowledge, you must implement proper training and safety 
methods so that your players can participate with little risk of injury. 
 
Outlook 
This refers to your perspective and goals – what you seek as a coach. The most common coaching 
objectives are to (a) have fun; (b) help players develop their physical, mental and social skills; and (c) win. 
Remember this motto to help you keep your outlook in line with the best interests of the kids on your 
team: Athletes First, Winning Second. 
 
Affection 
Another vital tool is a genuine concern for the young people you coach. This requires having a passion for 
kids, a desire to share with them your enjoyment and knowledge of football, and the patience and 
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understanding that allow each player to grow from his involvement in sport. As the saying goes, “Children 
won’t care how much you know until they know how much you care.” 
 
Character 
The fact that you have decided to coach young football players probably means that you think 
participation in sports is important. But whether or not that participation develops character in your players 
depends as much on you as it does on the sport itself. Having good character means modeling 
appropriate behaviors for sport and life. That means more than just saying the right things. What you say 
and what you do must match. Challenge, support, encourage, and reward every player and your players 
will be more likely to accept, even celebrate, their differences. Be in control before, during and after all 
practices and games. 
 
Humor 
Humor is an often overlooked coaching tool. Humor means having the ability to laugh at yourself and with 
your players during practices and games. Nothing helps balance the seriousness of a skill session like a 
chuckle or two. And a sense of humor puts in perspective the many mistakes your players will make. So 
don’t get upset over each miscue or respond negatively to erring players. Allow your players and yourself 
to enjoy the ups and don’t dwell on the downs. 
 
Goals and Objectives 
 
Our goals and objectives for the players are simple. 
 

1. Teach every player 
2. Teach the fundamentals of football 
3. Allow every player to contribute to the team 
4. Teach every player about sportsmanship and teamwork 

 
Sportsmanship is an area of focus this season for the LMAA. We are implementing a few new ideas to try 
to encourage and promote sportsmanship including; awards for players and teams after a game, an end 
of season award and warning cards. Parents and coaches are reminded that the game is for the kids and 
to be a positive role model for the athletes. 
 
Spirit of the Rules  
Coaches, players and parents must remember that the rules are defined to create the most beneficial 
experience for the players. Coaches must remember that the games are to be played for the players and 
not for the coaches or parents thus creating the Spirit of the Rules. 
 
Communicating as a Coach 
 
Young players often have little understanding of the rules and skills of football and probably even less 
confidence in their ability to play the game. They need accurate, understandable, and supportive 
messages to help them along. That’s why your verbal and nonverbal messages are important. 
 
Whether you are correcting misbehaviors, teaching a player how to catch the ball, or praising a player for 
good effort, you should remember several things: 
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• Be positive and honest 
• State it clearly and simply 
• Say it loud enough, and say it again 
• Be consistent 

 
Nonverbal Messages 
Just as you should be consistent in the tone of voice and words you use, you should also keep your 
verbal and nonverbal messages consistent. Messages can be sent nonverbally in several ways. Facial 
expressions and body language are just two of the more obvious forms of nonverbal signals that can help 
you when you coach. Keep in mind that as a coach you need to be a teacher first, and any action that 
detracts from the message you are trying to convey to your players should be avoided. 
 
Providing Feedback 
Your players will look to you for feedback all the time. They will want to know how you think they are 
performing, what you think of their ideas, and whether their efforts please you. You can respond in many 
different ways, and how you respond will strongly affect your players. They will react most favorably to 
positive feedback. 
 
Praising players when they perform or behave well is an effective way to get them to repeat that behavior. 
And positive feedback for effort is an especially effective way to motivate youngsters to work on difficult 
skills. So rather than shouting at and providing negative feedback to players who have made a mistake, 
you should try offering positive feedback and letting them know what they did correctly and how they can 
improve. 
 
Communicating with Other Groups 
 
In addition to sending messages and providing proper feedback to players, coaching also involves 
interacting with members of the coaching staff, parents, fans, officials and opposing coaches. If you don’t 
communicate effectively with these groups, your coaching career will be unpleasant and short-lived. 
 
Coaching Staff 
Before you hold your first practice, the coaching staff should meet to discuss the roles and responsibilities 
that each coach will undertake during the year. The head coach has the final responsibility for all phases 
of the game, but as much as possible, the other coaches should be responsible for their assignments 
 
Parents 
A player’s parents need to be assured that their son is under the direction of a coach who is both 
knowledgeable about the sport and concerned about their youngster’s well-being. You can put their 
worries to rest by holding a preseason parent meeting in which you describe your background and your 
approach to coaching. 
 
If parents contact you with a concern during the season, you should listen to them closely and try to offer 
positive responses. Keep in mind that parents can be a positive source of strength for your team. You can 
work to cultivate parent volunteers who may be able to assist you. 
 
Fans 
The stands probably won’t be overflowing at your games, which means that you’ll more easily hear the 
few fans who criticize your coaching. When you hear something negative about the job you are doing, 
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don’t respond. Keep calm, consider whether the message has any value, and if not, forget it. 
Acknowledging critical unwarranted comments from a fan during a game will only encourage others to 
voice their opinions. 
 
Officials 
How you communicate with officials will greatly influence the way your players behave toward them. 
Therefore, you must set a good example. Greet officials with a handshake, an introduction, and perhaps 
casual conversation about the upcoming game. Indicate your respect for them before, during and after 
the game. Don’t shout, make nasty remarks, or use disrespectful body gestures. Your players will see you 
do it, and they’ll get the idea that such behavior is appropriate. 
 
Opposing Coaches 
Make an effort to visit with the coach of the opposing team before the game. During the game, don’t get 
into a personal feud with the opposing coach. Remember, it’s the kids, not the coaches who are 
competing. 
 
Dealing with Misbehavior 
 
Players will misbehave at times; it’s only natural. You can respond to misbehavior in two ways: extinction 
or discipline. 
 
Extinction 
Ignoring a misbehavior – neither rewarding nor disciplining it – is called extinction. This can be effective in 
certain circumstances. In some situations, disciplining young people’s misbehavior only encourages them 
to act up further because of the recognition they get. Ignoring misbehavior teaches youngsters that it is 
not worth your attention. Extinction works best in situations where players are seeking recognition through 
mischievous behaviors, clowning, or grandstanding. Usually, if you are patient, their failure to get your 
attention will cause the behavior to disappear. Do not use extinction when players cause danger to 
themselves or others or when they disrupt the activities of others, you need to take immediate action. 
 
Discipline 
When used appropriately, discipline is effective in eliminating undesirable behaviors without creating 
other undesirable consequences. You must use discipline effectively, because it is impossible to guide 
players through positive reinforcement and extinction alone. Discipline is part of the positive approach 
when these guidelines are followed: 
 

• Discipline players in a corrective way to help them improve now and in the future. Don’t discipline 
to retaliate or to make yourself feel better. 

• Impose discipline in an impersonal way when players break team rules or otherwise misbehave. 
Shouting at or scolding players indicates that your attitude is one of revenge. 

• Once a rule has been agreed on, ensure that players who violate it experience the unpleasant 
consequences of their misbehavior. Don’t wave discipline threateningly over their heads. Just do 
it, but warn a player once before disciplining. 

• Be consistent in administering discipline. 
• Don’t discipline using consequences that may cause you guilt. 
• Once the discipline is completed, don’t make players feel that they are “in the doghouse.” Always 

make them feel that they’re valued members of your team. 
• Never discipline players for making errors when they are playing. 
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• Never use physical activity – running laps or doing push-ups – as discipline. To do so only causes 
players to resent physical activity. 

• Se discipline sparingly. Constant discipline and criticism cause players to turn to their interests 
elsewhere and to resent you as well. 

 
Quick Tips 
 

• Make the experience fun for every player. 
• Be knowledgeable about the LMAA rules and policies. 
• Have a season plan on how you will install your offense and defense. Remember, youth football 

should focus on the running game. 
• Identify two likely candidates to play center and quarterback. 
• Winning teams block and tackle well. Teach all of your players to be good at blocking and 

tackling. 
• Coach your team to be disciplined. Players will get lazy and fail to execute the techniques 

properly. Do not let them get away with poor technique and more importantly, a lack of trying. 
• Always praise good effort, even if the result isn’t what you wanted. 
• Teach the fundamentals. 
• Teach player assignments. 
• Teach players the rules. 
• Use a high number of repititions of plays and assignments. 
• Start and end practice on time. 
• Have players pick up their trash and equipment after each practice and game. 
• Never use profane language and don’t allow it from the kids either. 
• Never grab a player by the facemask. If you need to get a players attention say, “look me in the 

eye.” 
• Be sure to coache the entire team. Players of all abilities need your attention. 
• Don’t waste time on excessive conditioning. 
• Be sure that your players drink plenty of water to stay hydrated. 
• Don’t mismatch players in drills. Be sure to match them up by size and ability level. 
• Make sure every player has a starting offensive and defensive position for the season. 
• It is better to have your player’s master a few plays rather than trying to run a complicated 

offense. 
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Rules and Equipment 
 
Football rules are designed to make the game run smoothly and safely and to prevent either team from 
gaining an unfair advantage.  
 
*For information on the specific rules of our league, see the LMAA Rules Book. 
 
Team Formation 
 
Team rosters may contain up to 18 players. Teams are formed via an "Equidraft" system. Equidraft is an 
evaluation and selection process where the objective is to create teams that have an equal distribution of 
player talent.  
  
During the first two days of practice, all players are evaluated on several different skills including; 20 yard 
dash, 40 yard dash, shuttle run, passing skills, running skills, receiving skills, blocking and tackling, 
willingness to be coached, and attitude. Each player is assigned a rating and made part of a single talent 
pool for each grade level. After the second practice coaches will meet and distribute players among 
teams so that each team has comparably rated players. 
 
Equipment 
 
WYF is a parent sponsored equipment program. With this program parents can elect to purchase new or 
used equipment, have extra pants for practice, decide what type of helmet is preferred for your son, etc... 
Parents have control on the condition of the equipment for your son each year.  
  
WYF will provide game jerseys and socks that are handed out at practice before the games begin. 
Players may keep their jerseys and socks at the end of the season. 
  
Items that must be purchased by the parent include; 

• White football pants w/pads 
• White helmet w/hard chin strap (logos will be provided by WYF) 
• Shoulder pads (football only) 
• Shoes (molded one piece cleats, no metal spikes) 
• Mouth guard 
• Practice jersey (white or red color) 
• Practice pants (optional) 
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Player Safety 
 
Football is a game that carries an inherent risk of injury. Coaches are asked to check over player’s 
equipment and field conditions prior to each practice or game to help prevent potential injuries. Coaches 
will also have an emergency action plan (see below), first aid kit and parent contact information with them 
at all times. 
 
Preventive measures coaches can institute to reduce the risk. 

1. Preseason physical examinations. – We recommend that players have a physical examination 
before participating in football. 

2. Physical conditioning. – Players need to be in or get in shape to play the game at the level 
expected. 

3. Equipment and facilities inspection. – Coaches should be checking players equipment regularly to 
make sure that it is in good condition and fits properly. Remember also to examine the playing 
field and remove any hazards. 

4. Proper supervision. – To ensure players’ safety, you will need to provide appropriate supervision 
during practices and games. 

5. Environmental conditions. – Coaches need to monitor weather conditions. Check the LMAA 
website for the Heat Index Guide. 

 
Responding to Player Injuries 
 
Coaches need to be prepared to provide basic emergency care to your injured athletes and take the 
appropriate action when an injury occurs. Being prepared involves three steps: being trained in basic first 
aid and CPR, having an appropriately stocked first aid kit with you at all practices and games, and having 
an emergency plan. 
 
An emergency plan calls for the following steps: 
 

1. Evaluate the injured player. 
2. Call the appropriate medical personnel. If possible, delegate the responsibility of seeking medical 

help to another coach or adult who is on hand. 
3. Send someone to wait for the rescue team and direct them to the injured athlete. 
4. Provide first aid to the athlete. If medical personnel are not on hand at the time of the injury, you 

should provide first aid care to the extent of your qualifications. 
5. Assist emergency medical personnel in preparing the athlete for transportation to a medical 

facility. 
6. Appoint another coach or adult to go with the athlete if the parents are not available. 
7. Complete an injury report form and return it to your Area Director as soon as possible. 

 
*For information on heat index see the LMAA Rules Book.  
 
*For information on concussions see the LMAA Concussion Protocol. You can also visit the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website at 
http://www.cdc.gov/concussion/HeadsUp/youth.html  

 

http://www.cdc.gov/concussion/HeadsUp/youth.html
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Developing Season and Practice Plans 
 
Do your research to maximize the time with your team. 
 
Season Plans 
 
Before the first practice with your players, sit down as a coaching staff and write down each practice and 
game date on a calendar. Then go back and number your practices. Those practice numbers will become 
the foundation of your season plan. Your season plan provides a snapshot of the entire season. Here is a 
sample season plan: 
 
Practice # 1 

• Introduction of coaches and players. 
• Player/Parent meeting. Set the tone for 

the season, talk to players and parents 
about expectations. 

• Player evaluations. 
• Start looking for quarterback’s and 

centers. 
 
Practice # 2 

• Player evaluations. 
• Start working with center and 

quarterback candidates. 
• Introduce basic offensive formation, 

cadence and huddle. 
 
Practice # 3 

• Introduce basic skills, drills and rules. 
• Introduce first series of 3 plays. 
• Introduce base defense, run and pass 

responsibilities. 
 

Practice # 4 
• Offensive positions identified. 
• Basic skills, drills and rules. 
• Review first series of 3 plays. 
• Introduce second series of 3 plays. 

 
Practice # 5 

• Defensive positions identified. 
• Basic skills, drills and rules. 
• Review defensive responsibilities. 
• Review 6 plays. 

 
 

Practice # 6 
• Basic skills, drills and rules. 
• Review offense and add up to 3 more 

plays. 
• Review defense 

 
Practice # 7 

• Basic skills and drills. 
• Review defense. 
• Review offense. 
• Scrimmage. 

 
Practice # 8 

• Basic skills and drills. 
• Review offense and add additional plays 

if necessary. 
• Review defense. 
• Scrimmage. 

 
Practice # 9 

• Basic skills and drills. 
• Review offense and add additional plays 

if necessary. 
• Review defense. 
• Scrimmage. 

 
Practice # 10 

• Basic skills, drills and review rules. 
• Review offense. 
• Review defense. 
• Scrimmage. 
• Equipment check. 
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For the remainder of the season you should: 
• Continue working on skills and drills. 
• Add additional plays if necessary. 
• Make adjustments to offense and defense as needed. 
• Give every player a second position on offense and defense before the 3rd game. 
• Get every non-black striper a chance to carry the ball. 
• Throw every black striper a pass by season end.
 

Practice Plans 
 
*Be sure to set up your stretching lines on the first day of practice. This will allow you to start 
more quickly each day and it will let your players know where to line-up.  
 
Developing a practice plan for each session is important. It allows for the practice to flow smoothly. Each 
practice plan should include the following sections:  
 
Warm-up (10 minutes) 
The warm-up should elevate the athletes the heart rate in preparation for strenuous activity. You should 
use some light running or other activities for your warm-up. 
 
Calisthenics / Agilities (10 minutes) 
Before each stretch the captains (or coaches) will call out which stretch to perform. They would then call 
out “ready, begin” and all of the players will then clap. Each stretch should be held for 10 seconds. The 
stretches you should perform include: 

• Jumping jacks 
• Standing toe touch 
• Slide to the right, slide to the left 
• Standing quad-stretch 
• Neck rotation 
• Seated toe touch 
• Hurdler stretch 
• Butterfly 
• Hollywood 

 
Each agility exercise should be performed at 10 yards. Agilities to be performed include: 

• High knees 
• Butt kicks 
• Karaoke 
• Lunges 
• Sprints 

 
Individual Offense Period (10 minutes) 
Your individual offensive period is when you break out by position (quarterbacks, running backs/receivers, 
and linemen). This time should be used to work on position specific drills. 
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Group Offense Period (10 minutes) 
During your group offense period you should combine your offensive positions to work on your offensive 
plays. This is the time that you should install your offensive playbook. You should run these plays on air 
(not against a defense). 
 
Individual Defense Period (10 minutes) 
Your individual defensive period is when you break out by position (defensive backs, linebackers and 
linemen). This time should be used to work on position specific drills. 
 
Group Defense Period (10 minutes) 
During your group defense period you should combine your defensive positions to work against a scout 
offense. This is the time that you should work on your defensive scheme and responsibilities for each 
position. You can also run defensive drills such as pursuit or tackling. 
 
Team Period (15 minutes) 
Your team period should be used to run offensive plays against your defense. 
 
Victory / Cool-Down) (10 minutes) 
During your Victory / Cool-Down period you can use the time to run your offensive plays up and down the 
field on air (no defense). You should not use this time for conditioning as your players should be working 
hard enough during practice which will take care of the conditioning. You can also use this time to slow 
your players’ heart rate with an easy jog or fun game. 
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Skill Development 
 
Many people believe that the only qualification needed to teach a skill is to have performed it. It is helpful 
to have performed it, but there is much more than that to teaching successfully. Even if you have not 
performed the skill before, you can still learn to teach successfully with the useful acronym IDEA: 
 
Introduce the Skill 
Players, especially those who are young and inexperienced, need to know which skill they are learning 
and why they are learning it. You should therefore follow these three steps every time you introduce a 
skill to your players. 
 

1. Get your players’ attention 
2. Name the skill 
3. Explain the importance of the skill 

 
Demonstrate the Skill 
The demonstration step is the most important part of teaching sport skills to players who may have never 
done anything closely resembling the skill. Then need a picture, not just words. They need to see how the 
skill is performed. If you are unable to perform the skill correctly, ask an assistant coach, one of your 
players, or someone more skilled to perform the demonstration. 
 
Explain the Skill 
Players learn more effectively when they’re given a brief explanation of the skill along with the 
demonstration. You should use simple terms and, if possible, relate the skill to previously learned skills. 
 
Attend to Players Practicing the Skill 
If the skill you selected was within your players’ capabilities and you have done an effective job of 
introducing, demonstrating, and explaining it, your players should be ready to attempt the skill. 
 
Shaping Players Skills 
 
Shaping skills takes practice on your players’ part and patience on your part. Expect your players to make 
errors. Know that it is normal to get frustrated at times when teaching new skills to young athletes. 
Nevertheless, part of successful coaching is controlling this frustration. Instead of getting upset, use these 
three guidelines for shaping skills. 
 

1. Think small initially. Reward the first signs of behavior that approximate what you want. 
2. Break skills into small steps.  
3. Develop one component of a skill at a time. Don’t try to shape two components of a skill at once. 
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Coaching Offense 
 
The offensive technical skills that we will teach our players include assuming a proper stance, blocking, 
running the ball, playing quarterback, receiving and centering the ball. 
 
Stance 
 
The stance is the proper alignment of a player’s body at the start of each play. The basic stance in 
football is taken on a command of “break down.” From this basic, balanced stance, all position-specific 
stances evolve. 
 
Offensive Line 
When teaching your offensive lineman their stance, start with a four-point stance, then move to a three-
point stance as needed. This stance is used for straight ahead blocking or blocking to one side or the 
other. It forms a good foundation for evolving to a three-point stance. To assume a four-point stance 
players should do the following: 
 

• Place fee shoulder-width apart, keeping the knees bent, the weight balanced evenly on both feet, 
and the toes aligned. 

• Drop both knees to the ground. 
• Reach straight out with both hands slightly in front of the shoulders, and pick up the knees. 
• Keep the back straight with the rear end over the feet, the eyes up, and the shoulders even. 

 
Once the linemen are comfortable with a four-point stance, instruct them to lift one hand and to adjust the 
position of the feet slightly to move into a three-point stance. Use the following points to teach the 
offensive lineman to assume a three-point stance: 
 

• Place the feet shoulder-width apart, in a heel-instep relationship, with the inside foot back. 
• Put very little weight on the down hand that forms a tripod with the feet. This will allow for quick 

forward, backward, and lateral movement. 
• Place the left arm loosely across the left thigh. 
• Keep the back straight, with the eyes up to see defenders across the line of scrimmage. This 

position is strongest and safest for the back and neck. 
 
Coaches should check to see that the player’s shoulders and back are level. 
 
Center 
To help athletes get in the proper position to make the snap to the quarterback, have centers assume a 
four-point stance and then lift up their snapping hand to place the ball on the ground where they can 
easily grasp it. Later, if they are in the correct position, they can progress to a three-point stance with the 
non-snapping hand. To assume a four-point stance, centers should do the following: 
 

• Position the feet shoulder-width apart; the toe of the foot on the side of the snapping hand should 
be even with the instep of the other foot. 

• Drop both knees to the ground. 
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• Reach straight out with both hands so that they are on the ground slightly in front of the shoulder 
pads, and pick up the knees. Be sure that the rear end is over the feet and that a power angle 
exists in the knees. 

• Lift the snapping hand and place the ball in position. The ball should be placed with the laces to 
the outside and rotated slightly toward the ground. 

• Grasp the front half of the ball with the fingers over the laces, and prepare to lift and turn the ball 
sideways so that the quarterback can take the snap. 

 
Receivers 
Receivers should use at two-point or upright stance. The advantages of this stance are that receivers can 
get off the line of scrimmage without being held up and that they are in immediate position to receive a 
quick pass. To assume a two-point stance, receivers should do the following: 
 

• Place the feet shoulder-width apart, in a heel-toe relationship, with the foot closest to the football 
back more than the other. 

• Bend the knees in a comfortable position. 
• Keep weight on the balls of the feet with a majority of the weigh on the front foot. 
• Keep the back straight, learning forward slightly. 
• Square the shoulders to the line of scrimmage. 
• Hold the arms in a comfortable position, ready to swim over or rip under a defender. 
• Turn the head in toward the offensive center to check alignment and see the ball when it is 

snapped. 
 
Quarterback 
A quarterback’s stance must be poised and relaxed. The quarterback’s feet should be comfortably 
spread, approximately shoulder-width apart, and should be as close to the center’s feet as possible. 
Quarterbacks should bend their knees slightly and drop their hips while remaining as tall over the center 
as possible. It is the quarterback’s responsibility to adjust the height of his stance to fit each center. The 
quarterback’s shoulder should be parallel to the line of scrimmage, and his eyes should be up to check 
the position of the defense. 
 
Running Backs 
The most common stance for halfbacks and fullbacks is a two-point stance. In this position, running backs 
are in an upright stance with the eyes up, which allows them to see the quarterback and the offensive 
line. Players at these positions must accelerate quickly from their backfield spot. Before the ball is 
snapped, running backs should do the following: 
 

• Stand with the feet about shoulder-width apart and with the weight on the balls of the feet. 
• Keep the feet nearly parallel to allow a quick burst in any direction. 
• Bend the knees slightly and place the hands on the knees 
• Keep the shoulders up and the eyes looking ahead. 

 
If your running backs use a three-point stance, teach them the same technique for getting into their 
stance that you teach the offensive lineman. 
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Blocking 
 
Blocking is the cornerstone of all successful offensive teams. Teams use blocking to move a defensive 
player out of the area where they want to run the football and to keep defensive lineman from tackling the 
quarterback. 
 
At the snap, the player rolls his up knee toward the ground while keeping a straight back. The players 
second step is a short one. At contact, the player should focus on striking under the opponent’s pads with 
both hands in a lifting motion. You can refer to this technique as having the player “fire out.” Keep in mind 
that the player should employ short steps initially. Then once he has gained the advantage of driving the 
opponent backward, he can elongate his steps. Here is the sequence: 
 
Offensive linemen block in some manner on every play. Running backs block when they are not carrying 
the football, and wide receivers block when they are not catching the football. You should start by 
teaching your players basic blocks; these are critical for a successful program. 
 
Drive Block 
The drive block is a one-on-one block used most often when a defensive lineman lined up directly over an 
offensive player must be moved for the play to succeed. When teaching the drive block emphasize these 
points: 
 

• Explode from the stance with the foot closest to the opponent and drive the hips forward on the 
third and fourth steps through the block. 

• Start with short, choppy, and explosive steps; then lengthen to power steps as momentum is 
gained. 

• Step with the foot on the side of the shoulder used in blocking. 
• Deliver the block from a wide base and keep the eyes up and the shoulders square. 
• Anticipate the forward movement of the defensive player. 
• Keep the head on the side of the opponent, between the opponent and the ball carrier. 
• Come off low and get under the pads of the defensive player. 
• Punch the hands into the opponent to establish momentum and deliver the blow on impact with 

the hands or forearms. Keep the feet moving when climbing up the defender, and strive to get 
chest to chest with him. 

 
Hook Block 
The hook block us used when an offensive player is blocking a defensive player located on the blocker’s 
outside shoulder and the offense is running the ball to the outside of the block. The blocker must seal off 
the opposing end so that the running back can run around the end to the outside. The blocker takes a 
short lateral step with the outside foot, makes contact on the second step, and swings around to contain 
the rusher. The blocker hits the defender at or slightly above waist level and keeps the point of contact to 
the side on which the sweep is being run. When teaching your players the hook block, emphasize these 
points: 
 

• Remain low. 
• Step laterally with the foot opposite the side of the shoulder used to block. The first lateral step 

should be short and quick. 
• Fire out, using the power angles of your legs in each short step, and get under the pads of the 

defensive player. 
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• Take the second step directly toward the center of the defensive player’s chest, driving the palm 
of the hand directly into the chest of the defensive player. The other hand should drive up and 
under the shoulder pad of the defensive player. 

• Position the body so the defensive player cannot move to the outside. 
 
Cutoff Block 
The cutoff block is used to block a defensive player located on the blocker’s inside shoulder, in the inside 
gap, or in front of the offensive lineman to the inside. The blocker takes a short directional step to the 
inside and in front of where the defensive players is lined up. When teaching players the cutoff block, 
emphasize these points: 
 

• Anticipate the defensive lineman’s forward movement. 
• Explode off the outside foot and make contact with the outside shoulder pad into the side of the 

defensive player. 
• Keep the shoulders in front of the defensive player, cutting off penetration. 
• Drive the defensive player down the line. 

 
Downfield Block 
Receivers often need to block for their teammates in order to create space for them to run or to help them 
avoid a tackle. When using the downfield block, players must make sure that the block is made above the 
defender’s waist to avoid injury. 
 
To perform a downfield block when the ball carrier is directly behind the blockers, the blockers should us 
a run block technique. This is a block made past the line of scrimmage on a defender who is trying to 
reach the ball carrier. In this situation, the players block the defender at full or three-quarter speed by 
attacking aggressively with the forearms and shoulders. When blocking a defensive player who is backing 
up, blockers should run straight through the block. Doing so creates space for the ball carrier, allowing 
him to pass the defender. If the defensive player is attacking up the field, blockers should block the player 
away from the ball carrier’s path. Blockers should shorten their stride and widen their base as they near 
the defensive player. 
 
Pass Protection Block 
The pass protection block keeps the defender from getting to the quarterback before he can throw the 
ball. The initial move and setup by an offensive lineman are extremely important in pass blocking. The 
offensive lineman must set up quickly, stepping to the inside with the inside foot first, and must push up 
into a two-point stance with the down hand. This movement projects the offensive lineman into a set 
position with the shoulders up, the eyes open wide, the back straight, the rear end down and the hands 
and arms up. The player should position the feet shoulder-width apart with the knees bent so that the 
body weight is maintained over the feet. This allows backward or lateral movement in a split second. The 
elbows should be positioned into the sides, and the forearms and hands should be brought up with the 
palms open in front of the body. 
 
The depth at which the pass blocker sets up off the line of scrimmage varies with the pass action called 
and the opponent’s defensive alignment and charge. Offensive running backs who are pass blocking 
must also position themselves between the quarterback and the defensive rusher. 
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Running the Ball 
 
Running the ball involves many skills, including getting the handoff, carrying the ball, using blockers, and 
being the blocker. 
 
Getting the Handoff 
When running backs receive the handoff from the quarterback, both palms of the hands should be open 
to the quarterback with the thumbs out and elbows in; the fingers should be spread in position to secure 
the ball. The quarterback is responsible for placing the ball firmly into the pocket formed by the running 
back’s hands at the midsection, and the running back is responsible for securing the ball. When the ball is 
placed in the belly, the running back will bring one hand over the ball, clamping it with his elbow. Running 
backs should keep both hands on the ball until they get beyond the traffic at the line of scrimmage. 
 
On some running plays, the running back may not receive a direct handoff from the quarterback. Instead, 
the ball is pitched or tossed so that the running back can quickly get to the outside of the formation. The 
running back must watch the ball into both hands and must not run with the ball until it is caught. In 
preparing to catch the ball, the running back’s hands should be wide open with the little fingers together 
and palms up for a ball at waist level or with the thumbs together for a toss chest high. 
 
Carrying the Football 
After receiving the ball, the running back must protect it at all costs. Teach ball carriers to immediately 
tuck the end of the ball under the arm and to cover the front point of the ball with the hand. The running 
back’s free hand should secure the “baby in the cradle” when the ball carrier is being tackled. Teach your 
players to carry the ball in the arm away from the defender. 
 
Using Blockers 
Coach the running backs to run toward the hole that has been called unless they see that it is closed. 
They should then head upfield to gain what yardage they can. Running backs should make their cut at the 
last moment. They should approach the line of scrimmage with their shoulders square to the line. To 
prevent the defender from getting a solid read, a good running back will fake the defender by taking a 
step away from him and then cutting back close as if the ball carrier were cutting right through the 
defender. 
 
Being the Blocker 
In addition to running the ball, the running backs must also block for their teammates. On running plays, 
when the running backs are not running with the ball, they become blockers. 
 
Playing Quarterback 
 
Quarterbacks must have a knowledge of the terminology used in calling plays and must act as a positive 
motivating force for the offense when it is on the field. Teach your quarterbacks how to take snaps, play 
out of the shotgun formation, hand off, throw pitches and laterals, and throw passes. 
 
Taking the Snap 
Offensive plays begin with the center handing or snapping the ball to the quarterback. In tight formation, 
quarterbacks should place their throwing hand, or pressure hand so that it pushes up on the center’s rear 
end. This pressure tells the center where to snap the ball. Quarterbacks should position the bottom hand 
or catch hand, so that the thumbs are together and the fingers are extended, giving the center a good 
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target for the ball. Quarterbacks should bend their elbows slightly to allow for the center’s firing out on the 
snap. Quarterbacks must adjust their stance to the height of the center. 
 
Quarterbacks look downfield as the snap is being made; after receiving the snap, they immediately turn 
their head to see where to hand off the ball. When quarterbacks locate their target, they should keep their 
eyes on that player. On passing plays, they bring the football into the chest and then raise it up and back 
to the ear in a ready-to-throw position. Quarterbacks should not swing the football away from the body 
when moving to make a handoff or dropping back to pass. 
 
Shotgun Formation 
When quarterbacks start in the shotgun formation, they line up about 5 to 7 yards behind the center, 
depending on the particular play or their arm strength. 
 
Handoffs 
On all offensive plays where the running back will carry the ball, the quarterback must get the ball to the 
running back after taking the snap from the center. Quarterbacks are completely responsible for the 
success or failure of the handoff. They must adjust to the running back’s path and speed and must get 
him the ball. Quarterbacks should keep both hands on the ball as long as possible and place or press the 
ball firmly into the ball carrier’s abdomen, allowing the give hand to ride the ball into place until the 
running back takes it. 
 
Pitches and Laterals 
Quarterbacks should use a two-hand push pass or an underhand toss on all pitch plays. The quarterback 
must pitch or toss the ball in front of the running back – at the level of the running back’s hip – so that the 
runner is not forced to slow down to make the catch. 
 
Throwing the Football 
To successfully throw the ball, the quarterback must master four skills: grip, throwing position, release 
and follow-through. 
 

• Grip: Quarterbacks should spread their fingers over the laces of the ball and hold the ball slightly 
behind the center position on the ball.  
 

• Throwing Position: Have the quarterback practice picking up the ball with one hand and bringing it 
to his chest. The quarterback should then use both hands to bring the ball to the throwing position 
just behind the ear. Next, the quarterback should move the non-passing hand away from and in 
front of the ball. The upper part of the passing arm should be about parallel to the ground, and the 
non-passing shoulder should be pointing to the intended receiver. The feet should be about 
shoulder-width apart with the weight partially on the back foot. The quarterback will plant the back 
foot to break the momentum of dropping back. 

 
• Release: Quarterbacks should start the throwing motion with their legs by stepping directly at the 

target with the front foot, then bringing the hips and shoulders in line with the direction of the front 
foot. They should then step at the target and rotate the body so that the hips and chest face the 
target as the arm comes through. The ball should be thrown from behind the ear, it should be 
released high with a strong wrist snap and with the palm turned down toward the ground. As the 
ball is released, the fingers should drag across it to cause it to spiral. The index finger is the last 
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to leave the ball and should be pointed directly toward the target. The quarterback’s entire body 
should move directly toward the receiver as the ball is released. 

 
• Follow-Through: Quarterbacks should not lower the passing arm down across the body too 

quickly after releasing the ball. Instead, they should try to make the hand “follow the ball” to the 
target, and they should rotate the passing hand so that the palm points to the ground. 

 
Drop-Back Passes 
Next, quarterbacks must learn how to apply proper throwing technique to a game or game-like situation. 
When quarterbacks take the snap from the center and drop  back to pass, they vary their steps based on 
the distance of the receivers’ pass routes down the field. Short passes require a three-step drop and 
medium to deep pass routes require a five-step drop before throwing the ball. 
 
Receiving 
 
Receiving involves running disciplined pass patterns, pass routes and catching the football. 
 
Running patterns or Routes 
The most important thing to teach receivers about running pass routes is to explode off the line of 
scrimmage. This allows receivers to immediately drive down the field, and it forces the defensive back to 
start running away from the line of scrimmage. When running routes, receivers should run to the outside 
shoulder of the defensive back, forcing the defender to turn his shoulders parallel to the line of scrimmage 
to cover the receiver. Once a defender turns his body, it is easy for the receiver to run a pass route in the 
opposite direction or to stop and quickly turn back to the quarterback to make the catch. 
 
Receivers must also come under control at the breaking point and adjust their path to move in the 
direction of the pass route called.  The point where the receiver makes the catch is referred to as the 
receiving point.  
 
Catching the Football 
First and foremost, receivers should always watch the football into their hands. If the football is thrown 
high, receivers should catch it with their thumbs together and with their wrists cocked slightly back; if it is 
thrown low, they should catch it with their little fingers together and their palms up. Receivers should 
always try to catch the ball in their hands without trapping it against their body. They should work on 
reaching out with both hands toward the ball when making a catch so that they can see both hands and 
the ball at the moment of the reception. Receivers should then tuck the ball under the arm and protect it 
after making the catch. 
 
Centering the Ball 
 
Players at the center position must learn how to bring the ball up from the ground to the quarterback’s 
hands – called centering the ball – in both a tight formation and in a shotgun formation. 
 
In the tight formation, the quarterback lines up directly behind the center; the quarterback’s hands are 
open and ready to receive the ball directly from the center. At one point in the ball exchange, both the 
center’s hands and the quarterback’s hands will be touching the ball. The snap should be hard and direct, 
going through the center’s legs and into the quarterback’s waiting hands. 
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In the shotgun formation, the center snaps the ball through the legs to the quarterback, who is 5 to 7 
yards deep. The snap should be crisp, but not so fast that it is difficult to handle. The center should look 
between his legs to locate the quarterback and then bring the eyes up before the snap. 
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Offensive Drills 
 
There are many other drills available to use. See the additional resources section to help find more ideas. 
 
Offensive Linemen 
 
First Step Drill 
This drill is designed to teach linemen how to take their first step out of the 3-point stance. Have 3-4 equal 
lines of players. Have the first line get into the 3-point stance. The coach will then call the cadence. 
Players will take a heavy first step and then run 5 yards. Continue through the rest of the lines. 
 
First to the Ball 
Firing out to make blocks is important for offensive linemen to learn. Line up the line in their typical 
offensive line spots. Each player should be lined up across from a cone (about 3 yards away) with a ball 
on top. Using a standard cadence, when you get to hit, the linemen need to burst forth and get to the ball 
and bat it with their hand. The player that gets out of their stance first and touches the ball gets to sit out 
the next tries. Then the next fastest player sits out and so on. If a false start occurs, the offensive lineman 
that would be penalized will have to continue in the drill, even if they were the first person to get to the 
ball. 
 
All Blocks Drill 
This drill will help provide some of the fundamentals of all blocking for offensive linemen. You can match 
an offensive lineman up with a defensive lineman or to start, coaches can hold a dummy while the 
lineman perfects his technique. When the coach blows the whistle, the lineman should engage the 
dummy or the defender and coaches will watch for the following: 

• Feet shoulder-width apart at impact, and feet are moving in short, quick, choppy steps. 
• The shoulders are square and low. 
• Neck is bowed, head up and eye up. 
• Hips pushed up and forward when making contact. 
• Maintain contact until the whistle blows. 

 
Drive Blocking 
Offensive lineman line up directly in front of defensive lineman. Place a 12 inch wooden board between 
each offensive lineman and defensive lineman. This board will force players to keep a wide base, which 
helps them to maintain their power angle. The coach tells the offensive linemen which shoulder to use for 
the block. Every offensive lineman takes a fit position under the defensive lineman’s shoulder pads. On 
“hut,” each offensive lineman drives his defensive lineman straight back off the line using his legs, arms, 
and hands. The offensive lineman drives until the whistle is blown. Repeat the drill using the opposite 
shoulder. 
 
Cutoff Blocking 
Offensive linemen act as blockers and line up in front of defensive linemen. The coach tells the offensive 
linemen which shoulder to use for the block. The offensive linemen keep the defensive linemen from 
penetrating down the line by driving them back and blocking with the shoulder until the whistle is blown. 
Repeat the drill using the opposite shoulder. 
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Hook Blocking 
Offensive linemen act as blockers and line up on the inside shoulder of the defensive linemen. The coach 
tells the offensive linemen which shoulder to use for the block. The offensive linemen keep the defensive 
linemen from working to the outside by driving them back with their far shoulders, arms, and hands until 
the whistle is blown. Repeat the drill using the opposite shoulder. 

 
Pass Protection Blocking 
Offensive linemen act as blockers and line up directly in front of the defensive linemen. A cone or flag 
denoting the quarterback is positioned behind the offensive linemen. The coach moves down the line, 
calling out the snap count to each group. On the snap count from the coach, each defensive lineman 
rushes straight at an offensive lineman at half speed and does not take a side. Each offensive lineman 
moves off the line and punches out with the arms and hands to block the approaching defensive lineman. 
Each offensive lineman attempts to get into a position between his defensive lineman and the 
quarterback. The offensive lineman drive until the whistle is blown. 

 
10 Yard Drive 
It is important for offensive lineman to learn to drive block and to continue driving for the entire play. Have 
another player or the coach hold a dummy. The offensive lineman will engage the coach holding the 
dummy with the proper drive block form. Once engaged, the offensive lineman will hold this block and 
drive it at least 10 yards before letting go. Coaches should offer little resistance on the bag, to give the 
lineman the feeling of having to ‘drive’ a player off the ball. 
 
Sandwich Drill 
An offensive lineman lines up over a defensive lineman or linebacker. A running back lines up 5 yards 
behind the offensive lineman. The space for the running back is limited by two blocking dummies 
positioned 2 yards on each side of the lineman. The coach who is behind the defense, gives the starting 
count and calls the signal, and the running back advances forward. The offensive lineman blocks the 
defender back or to either side and sustains his block until the whistle blows. 

 
Three-Second Drill 
To start the drill, the offensive line and defensive line set up normally. The quarterback starts at a center 
position and drops back five to seven steps (either to the right or left). A defensive lineman or linebacker 
aligns over the outside shoulder of each offensive lineman. The defense is told to take a wide run around 
on the pass rush, forcing the offensive lineman to reach step to front up the rusher. If the blocker keeps 
the defender off the quarterback for three seconds, the blocker wins. 
 
Bear Crawl Block 
In a four-point stance, one often looks like a bear – and learning to block from this position can build 
agility and strength in the blocks. Pair up offensive lineman together, one will be the bear and the other 
will be the pass rusher. The offensive lineman will be on his hands and feet, but in a slightly crouched 
position. The pass rusher will start about 2 yards away from him. When the coach blows the whistle, to 
start the pass rusher will just simply go one direction or the other at about half speed. The offensive 
lineman in the bear crawl position will stay in the bear crawl, but try to get in front of the defensive 
lineman to prevent penetration. 
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Quarterbacks and Receivers 
 
Snap and Drop 
The quarterback will set up behind the center and the coach will call the cadence. On the final “hit”, the 
center will snap the ball and the quarterback will receive it. The quarterback will then begin to drop back 
in a 3-step drop. The player should focus on the proper form during the drop back. 
 
Catching Triangle 
Pair up or put players in groups of 3 to throw the ball back and forth. Passes should be caught with 
fingers outstretched and palms out, with the index fingers and thumbs nearly meeting to create a triangle 
window. Once caught, the ball should be brought down and secured to the body. 
 
Step, Look and Fire 
Quick drop and release is important for quick timing pass plays. The emphasis of this drill is on the desire 
to get the ball out of the hand as quickly as possible. Upon the snap of the ball, the receiver will run a 2-
yard slant. The quarterback will drop back three steps with his head looking forward and then once 
planted on the three step drop, he will turn his shoulders slightly at his target, look and deliver the ball. 
 
Ball Call and Turn 
A quarterback and receiver begin 10 yards apart. The receiver has his back to the passer. The passer 
calls “ball” as the pass leaves his hand. The receiver turns and adjusts to the path of the throw to make a 
catch. 

 
Round the Clock 
A quarterback throws the ball to a receiver in a variety of positions – these positions correspond to the 
face of a clock. For example, a pass to 3 o’clock would be shoulder high to the receiver’s left, and a pass 
to 7 o’clock would be below his waist to his right. The receiver should catch all passes with his eyes on 
the ball so that his head bobs down on low balls and his head bobs up on high throws. 
 
Progression Drill 
You will need a quarterback and three receivers. On the snap, the receivers will run their patterns at full 
speed as the quarterback drops back. The quarterback should have his head up, and be looking 
downfield at his receivers. The coaches should have a primary, secondary and tertiary target picked out 
before the play. The quarterback will look at each of his targets in this drill before deciding which one is 
the best choice. He will then make the pass to the appropriate player. The ball should be released within 
3 seconds at the end of his drop. 

 
Sideline Tap Dance 
A receiver is lined up 1 yard from the sideline. The quarterback throws the ball down the sideline; the 
receiver must make the catch without stepping out of bounds by tapping his back foot inside the sideline. 

 
Tap and Go 
This one of the best drills for helping both the quarterback and the receivers develop their skills on the 
long pass. The quarterback lines up on a hash mark, and the receiver lines up on the hash mark to the 
quarterback’s right. The quarterback pats the ball, and the receiver runs a go route. The quarterback will 
throw the ball with air under it in a high arch. This lets the receiver time his run for the catch. The receiver 
should not raise his arms until the ball is above him. 
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Distraction Catch 
This drill includes a quarterback, a receiver and two defenders. The defenders serve as distractions. They 
are set up 10 yards away from the quarterback and are in motion. A receiver runs a 12 yard out or hook 
pattern as the two defenders cross in front of him with their arms up. The defenders let the ball go 
between them so the receiver can make the catch if he is concentrating on the ball. To change things up, 
ask the defenders to tip the ball up so the receiver can practice catching the rebound. 
 
Cones and Cuts 
It is imperative in many cases for a receiver to cut at exactly the right spot. For each passing route 
requiring a cut, the coach will place a cone where he wants the player to make the cut. Upon the snap, 
when the quarterback drops back, the receiver will be running his route. The quarterback should know 
where the ball needs to go, and should pass it to that area. The receiver will sprint to the cone, and make 
a quick fake and then the proper cut. 
 
Rollout Passing 
Have a line of receivers about 10 yards downfield facing the quarterback. Upon the snap, the quarterback 
will sprint out to the right or left staying between 6 and 8 yards away from the line of scrimmage. The 
receivers will break towards the sideline, and the quarterback will need to square up his shoulders, hips 
and head toward the target area so the throwing arm can come through properly toward the target. The 
quarterback will try to hit the receiver before he gets to the sideline. 

 
Downfield Blocking 
Players divide into groups of three with one wide receiver, who acts as a blocker, one running back, and 
one defensive back. The wide receiver blocks the defensive back to allow the running back to run past 
him. The wide receiver and defensive back start 5 yards apart. On the whistle, the wide receiver charges 
toward the defensive back and aggressively blocks the defensive back with his forearms and shoulders; 
the defensive back tries to get through the block and tackle the running back. 
 
Receiver Crack Block 
Start this drill with a group of receivers and a coach or a player with a dummy, acting as a linebacker. On 
the snap of the ball the wide receiver will execute a legal seal block on the linebacker. The advantage of 
this block is that it prevents the linebacker from keeping containment. 

 
Running Backs 
 
Ball Exchange Drill 
Split your team into two single file lines of equal number of players, standing across from each other, 
about 10 yards apart. The first player in line on one side has a ball. To begin have the first player in line 
on each side begin jogging towards each other, when they meet in the middle the player with the ball will 
hand the ball off with their inside hand and place it in the other player’s stomach. The player receiving the 
ball will need to place their inside arm up and their outside arm down to make a basket to receive the ball. 
Once the player receives the ball, they will continue forward to meet the next player in line and hand them 
the ball. Continue the drill until all players have taken a handoff, then switch sides. 
 
Gauntlet 
Defensive players line up three to a side, parallel to one another, for a total of six defensive players. The 
defensive players should be a yard apart and a yard across from one another. The running back starts a 
yard or two in front of the first set of defensive players. The ball is handed off to the running back, and the 
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running back runs through the double lineup of defensive players, who are trying to pull the ball out of the 
running back’s hands. A number of variations exist with this drill including: 

• Touch the line. After clearing the gauntlet, the running back leans forward and touches the 
ground twice – the second time, he may need to push himself back up. 

• Cut back. After clearing the gauntlet, the running back cuts at a sharp angle to the right and then 
to the left. 

• Spin off a tackler. After clearing the gauntlet, the running back spins off a tackler to his right, then 
spins off a tackler to his left. 
 

Resistance Run Drill 
Split into 2 groups. One player will carry the ball and try to run forward about 5 yards while the other 
player holds their hips, creating enough resistance to make the player chop his feet but not so much that 
he cannot move forward. 
 
Juke, Spin and Stiff Arm 
Place three dummies in a single file line held by a coach or other players. On the snap of the ball, the 
running back will receive a handoff. At the first dummy, the runner will make a juke around the bag and 
sprint to the next dummy. At the second dummy the runner will drop his inside shoulder on the path he 
takes and then spin off the dummy and head to the third bag. At this bag the running back will decide 
which side to run to – left or right – and they will change the side they are carrying the ball on and then 
stiff arm with the other. 
 
One Cut Drill 
Set up cones where the different running holes should be. Have a running back in the backfield and a 
shadow linebacker on the defensive side. The running back gets one up field cut and then they have to 
accelerate forward in this drill. 
 
Hold the Ball 
You will have 5 players standing in a circle holding blocking dummies. The ball carrier will start out in the 
middle of the five players. On the coach’s whistle, the player will run towards one of the defenders, 
absorb a ‘pop’ hit, then go right across to the other side for another hit, then again and continue until the 
ball carrier has hit all 5 defenders. If they lose the ball, they must start over again. If they get knocked 
down, they must get up and continue on with the last player that knocked them down. 
 
Running Back Read 
Set up four players with dummies. The running back will start off in their normal position. The coach will 
be the quarterback and he will call a certain play (blast, power, etc) and the players holding dummies 
won’t know where the play is supposed to go. On the snap of the ball, the coach will hand off the ball. The 
players with the dummies will shuffle one way or another, and they can do so at a different pace. Once 
the running back gets the ball, he must make a decision to move up field very quickly. This requires him 
to make a  split second judgement on which hole to take. 
 
Running Back Blocking 
Two running backs act as blockers and each lines up to the inside of two outside linebackers. A cone or 
flag denoting the quarterback is positioned behind and to the inside of the running backs. The running 
backs block one at a time and the coach indicates which running back blocks first. The running back 
blocks the linebacker to the outside and attempts to direct him away from the quarterback. The block 
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should be made off the outside foot; the blocker should make contact with his outside shoulder on the 
linebacker’s inside hip. 
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Coaching Defense 
 
The three units on defense are lineman, linebackers, and defensive backs. These basic skills are an 
integral part of all defensive football, serving as the foundation your players will build on to play well at all 
levels. The basics that you will teach your players include: assuming the defensive stance, defeating 
blockers, tackling, rushing the passer and covering receivers. 
 
Stance 
 
For defensive players, the proper initial alignment of the body is key to reacting instantly and being able to 
effectively play defense. 
 
Defensive Line 
The typical stance for defensive linemen is similar to the offensive line player’s three-point stance. 
However, some players are more comfortable with the outside hand on the ground, creating a fourt-point 
stance. 
 
When in either stance, players should place more weight on their hands so that they can move forward; 
they should also use a stance that is a littler wider than the offensive stance so that they have better 
balance when they’re being blocked. Players should keep their outside arm free to try pass rush 
techniques and to keep from getting hooked. The players body must be low to the ground and must 
control the line of scrimmage from under the opponent’s shoulder pads. Most coaches will put their larger 
players on the line. These players need to be able to stop the run and rush the passer. 
 
Linebackers 
Linebackers should have a good balanced stance, which means that their feet are shoulder-width apart 
and slightly staggered. The knees should be bent slightly to ensure a low body position with the hands 
near the upper thighs. Their eyes are focused on the player whom they will get the cue from. One foot is 
slightly forward; linebackers step with this foot first as they react to the key and find the ball. Linebackers 
should be in an upright stance with their shoulders only slightly in front of their hips. They should ben at 
the knees so that they have an uncoil to their hitting. 
 
Defensive Backs 
Defensive backs should line up with a slightly staggered stance in a relaxed position. Before the play 
starts, the defensive backs should position their head so they can look to the ball and see the start of the 
play. 
 
Corners keep their feet slightly staggered, with the inside foot back. They should bring their outside foot to 
the center of the body so that it is on the ground in line under the chin; the foot should be turned so that 
the player can push off the side of the foot and not just the toes. Corners should push off their front foot 
and take a step back at the start of each play. 
 
Safeties line up with a square stance. The toes are pointed straight ahead, and the players should 
assume a slightly crouched position with the knees slightly bent. The eyes are focused on the player 
whom the safety will key from. Safeties can take a short read step on the snap and then react to the play. 
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Defeating Blockers 
 
Every defensive player needs to understand the importance of defeating an offensive blocker before 
locating the offensive player with the ball and moving to be part of the tackle. Defensive players must first 
determine who the blocker will be – this is crucial to their ability to defeat the block. Once they have 
determined the offensive player assigned to block him, he needs to attack by stepping into the blocker, 
keeping his shoulder pads below the blockers pads. Once the blocker’s momentum has been stopped, 
the defensive player needs to push the offensive player away and off the block with his other hand, locate 
the player running with the ball, and move in that direction to make the tackle. Whenever possible a 
defender should keep his outside arm and shoulder free – the other defenders will help make the tackle if 
the defender is able to keep the ball carrier to the inside. 
 
Tackling 
 
When first introducing your players to tackling, have them start at half speed until they master the correct 
technique and feel comfortable with the contact associated with making a tackle. 
 
Tacklers should always be in the proper hitting position with their shoulders up, back straight, knees bent, 
and fee shoulder-width apart. They should also focus on a target when making the tackle – generally the 
area near the runners belt buckle. All tackles should be made with the shoulder pad and never with the 
helmet. You must stress to your players that they should always keep their shoulders up and eyes open 
and that they should position their body so that they tackle with one shoulder pad or the other – and never 
with their head. 
 
The three basic tackles that your players will use are the front-on tackle, the angle tackle, and the open-
field tackle. The following are coaching points for each type. 
 
Front-On Tackle 
Defensive players use the front-on tackle when they line up straight across from the offensive runner 
coming toward them. Tacklers should first make sure that they are in a good hitting position and are ready 
to make the tackle. Tacklers must maintain a wide, balanced stance while keeping their feet moving with 
choppy steps. The back is arched and the knees are slightly bent. The head and arms should extend in 
front of the body, and the shoulders should be up. Be sure that the tackler slides their head to the outside 
before making contact. 
 
When executing the front-on tackle, tacklers explode off the foot on the same side as the shoulder that 
they will make the tackle with. They drive their shoulder into the runner’s abdomen as they thrust their 
hips through. With their arms they grasp behind the legs of the ball carrier, lifting and pulling the ball 
carrier toward them as they take him off his feet. Tacklers should remain under control so that they don’t 
overrun the ball carrier or dive and miss the tackle. 
 
Angle Tackle 
The angle tackle is necessary when the ball carrier runs a wide play or gets close to the sideline. Tacklers 
must first make sure they are in a good hitting position, and they must maintain a good balanced stance 
when preparing for this tackle. 
 
When executing the angle tackle, tacklers must drive the shoulder in front of the ball carrier’s number, 
across the line of his run, and upward on the runner at about waist level. When players are making an 
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angle tackle with the ball carrier breaking to their right, for example, they use the left shoulder pad to 
make the tackle, and they explode off the left foot The back should be arched to lift and drive through the 
ball carrier. With the arms, tacklers should grasp the runner behind the legs and lift him off the ground, 
keeping their feet moving with short, choppy steps as they finish the tackle. Tacklers should remain under 
control and ready to move in any direction. 
 
Open-Field Tackle 
After the runner has cleared the line of scrimmage or when a receiver has caught the football and has just 
one player to beat, defensive players must make an open-field tackle. Tacklers should learn that the most 
important thing to do in the open field is to get hold of the opponent and pull him to the ground. In the 
stance, tacklers must remain under control with their legs bent, shoulders up, and back straight; they 
must be prepared to move in any direction. 
 
When executing the open-field tackle, tacklers should remember that their number one priority is to grasp 
the runner. They should use the sideline to their advantage, penning in or getting an angle on the runner. 
Once a tackler has a hold on the runner, help should soon arrive. If possible, the tackler should try to 
drive the ball carrier out of bounds or pull him to the ground. Tacklers shouldn’t worry about driving 
through the player or delivering a hard blow. The sole responsibility is to get hold of the player and 
prevent the score. 
 
Rushing the Passer 
 
When teaching pass rush techniques to young players, teach only a few techniques that your players can 
perfect. Defensive players can rush the quarterback in three ways: the bull rush, the rip or swim 
technique, or the spin technique. 
 
Bull Rush Technique 
In a bull rush, the defensive player controls the offensive player by locking both arms into the offensive 
players armpits. Then, with the leverage provided by locking the elbows, the defensive player lifts the 
offensive lineman up, forcing the blocker back into the quarterback. 
 
Rip or Swim Technique 
In the rip or swim pass rush technique, the defensive player moves around the offensive blocker and then 
attacks the quarterback. The rip and swim movements are similar; the arm farthest from the blocker 
repositions the blocker, while the arm closest to the blocker creates the movement for the defensive 
player to move pas the blocker. 
 
In the rip technique, the defender moves the forearm up and under the blocker’s arm in an attempt to 
knock the blocker off balance and allow the defender to move around the blocker. If the defensive player 
is going to his right, he uses his left arm to rip. The right arm should push the blocker’s left arm up and 
back. As the defender rips with his left arm, he steps by the blocker with the left leg. 
 
In the swim technique, the defender extends the arm and “swims” over the top of the blocker. If the 
defensive player is going to his right, he uses the left arm to swim. The right arm should push the 
blocker’s left arm down and in. As the defender swims with the left arm, he steps by the blocker with the 
left leg. Once the arm is over the blocker, the defender pushes off and moves toward the quarterback. 
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Spin Technique 
In the spin technique, rushers use their hands and arms to spin around the blocker and get into the 
offensive backfield. The defender spins a full 360 degrees in getting around the blocker. The defender 
should start the spin by moving in close to the blocker, hitting the blocker in the chest with the forearm on 
the side of his spin. The defender then throws the opposite leg and arm around as the forearm pushes off 
the blocker. 
 
Covering Receivers 
 
The primary objective in covering receivers is to stop them from catching the pass, and if they do, to make 
certain that they are tackled immediately. 
 
Proper Alignment 
In a proper alignment, the defensive corners should line up 5 to 7 yards off the ball. The safeties should 
line up 8 to 12 yards deep in the middle of the field. 
 
Backpedal 
When an offensive play begins, the defensive back needs to start moving away from the line of 
scrimmage until they determine whether it is a running or passing play. Running backward – 
backpedaling – is the initial movement your defensive backs will make at the start of every play. As 
players backpedal, they should bend forward at the waist, reach back with each step, and pull the body 
over their feet. Their arms should move in a normal, relaxed running fashion. They should keep their 
shoulders in front of their hips. Players should remain under control so that when the receivers make their 
break to their final pattern to catch the ball, the defenders are ready to drive on them. 
 
Pass Coverage 
You should consider two basic types of pass coverage as part of your defense. In man-to-man coverage, 
one defender is assigned to and stays with one receiver all over the field for the entire play. In zone 
coverage, the defensive players drop to a designated area of the field and are responsible for defending 
any pass thrown into that area. 
 

 Man-to-Man Coverage 
In a man-to-man defense, each player on the defense covers a specific offensive player. When 
using the man-to-man coverage, defensive players must keep their eyes focused on the belt 
region of the receiver they are responsible for. They should maintain a 3- to 4-yard cushion 
between themselves and the receiver. 
 

 Zone Coverage 
In a zone defense, each player covers a certain area of the field. Zone coverage is different from 
man-to-man in that the defensive players are assigned an area of the field to cover, and they 
focus their eyes on the quarterback, not on a particular receiver. 
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Defensive Drills 
 
The following are drills based on the four pillars of defense – force, contain, pursuit, and coverage – what 
defensive players need to be successful. There are many other drills available to use. See the additional 
resources section to help find more ideas. 
 
Defensive Linemen 
 
Front-on Tackling 
Players are divided into two groups and are positioned as shown in the diagram: one group of ball 
carriers and one group of tacklers. On the coach’s command, the first ball carrier in line and the first 
tackle in line start toward each other at half speed. At 5 yards, the tackle explodes off the left foot and 
makes contact with the left shoulder pad to make the tackle. The tackle must remember to keep the eyes 
up and not tackle with the helmet. Players switch lines after each player has had a turn. 

 
Pass Rush 
Players divide into two groups of five defensive line players and five offensive linemen positioned directly 
across from each other as shown in the diagram. Another player acts as the quarterback and is 
positioned as shown. The coach indicates a pass rush technique and indicates which defensive lineman 
and offensive lineman go first. The coach signals the snap count to the offensive player and calls out a 
cadence to start the drill. On the coach’s command, the defensive player rushes the quarterback until the 
whistle is blown. The defensive linemen and offensive linemen start at half speed until they have 
mastered the pass rush techniques. Players rush one at a time to avoid injury, and the coach should work 
on one technique at a time. Players switch positions after the rush is completed, and the drill is repeated. 
 
Contain Drill 
This drill uses six offensive players as follows: a center, tackle, tight end, running back, and quarterback. 
This offensive alignment is referred to a half line. The defense consists of a tackle, end, and one 
linebacker. Players will rotate from quarterback to running back to blocker to a defensive position. Any 
defender assigned to contain must first deliver a blow to the blocker, keeping his outside arm and 
shoulder free. Emphasize to players that they should not let anyone outside of them. The running back 
may attempt to kick the defender out or execute a hook block. On a running back kick-out block, the 
defender must squeeze down the running lane of the ball carrier. If the defender is hooked, he must 
deliver a blow with his inside shoulder or forearm, keeping the play away from his outside and forcing it to 
his inside. Once you have run the drill a few times you can incorporate the following variations: 

• Ask the quarterback to fake to the running back and then attempt to get outside of the 
defender. 

• Ask the running back to hook-block the defender as the quarterback attempts to sprint 
outside of the defender. 

 
Linebackers 
 
Angle Tackling 
Players are divided into two groups and are positioned as shown in the diagram. On the coach’s 
command, the first ball carrier in line and the first tackle in line start toward each other at half speed. At 5 
yards, the ball carrier breaks at an angle to his right. The tackle breaks to his left at the same time. The 
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tackle explodes off the right foot and makes contact with the right shoulder pad to make the tackle. 
Players switch lines after each player has had a turn. 
 
Close the Door 
On one side of the ball you will have 3 offensive blockers and 1 running back. On the opposite side you 
will have 2 defensive linemen and 1 linebacker. The coach will stand behind the linebacker and direct 
(point) the running back to a hole prior to the start of the play. The running back will then run through that 
hole and the linebacker will need to watch the running back and close the door (fill the hole). The center 
and tackle will block man-on-man. The guard will double team on the side the running back is going to. 
Occasionally, the guard can block the linebacker. 
 
Fumble Drill 
Make two equal lines or players standing across from each other, about 5 yards apart. Have one player 
from each line come together in the center. Each player will lie down on their back, helmet to helmet. The 
coach will stand on one end and will throw the ball to one side or the other and say “go”. The players will 
need to locate the ball and try to recover it. 
 
Cutback Runner Technique 
Many running backs make big plays by baiting the linebacker to overrun the ball. For this drill the coach 
will stand behind the first linebacker in line and points in the direction that he wants the running back to 
run. The coach then uses a starting count or yells “Go!” to initiate the drill. The linebacker shuffles toward 
the hole with his shoulders square to the line 1 yard behind the ball carrier; when the ball carrier cuts up 
toward the line of scrimmage, the linebacker is in position to fill from the inside to a front-up position for 
the tackle, thus eliminating the cutback. 

 
Remind linebackers to trail the ball carrier a little so that once the ball carrier declares which way he is 
going, the linebacker can front him up. 
 
Defensive Backs 
 
Tip Drill 
Defenders form a line facing the coach, who acts as a quarterback. The coach throws to the first player in 
the line, who tips the ball into the air. The second defender in line must adjust to the tipped ball. This 
player can do either of the following: 

• Catch the ball, yell “Oskie!” and sprint up the nearest sideline for a touchdown. 
• Tip the ball to the defender behind him. 

 
Man-to-Man Coverage 
A defender and a receiver line up across from each other. The receiver attempts to beat the defender by 
baiting him with a cue that is opposite what the pass route will be. The defender needs to read the 
receiver while keeping a distance cushion until he can close on the route. Remind defenders to remain in 
their backpedal. 
 
Footwork Drill 
Four pass defenders line up facing the coach, who acts as a quarterback. When the coach drops back, 
the defenders drive to their starting point (12 to 15 yards deep). The defenders keep their hips open and 
their shoulders over their feet and square to the line of scrimmage while they are reading the coach. The 
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coach’s action will give the defenders a read so they can react on the play. At this point the coach can do 
one of three things: 

1. Put the ball in a running back’s hands for a draw play. 
2. Plant his back foot and run forward as in a quarterback draw. If it is a draw play, the defenders 

will plant and drive forward without taking a false step. 
3. Continue to drop back for a pass. When the coach’s guide hand comes off the ball, the defenders 

should level up and break to the ball. 
 
Zone Coverage 
The fundamental principle of zone coverage is that a defender who breaks when the passer releases the 
ball can travel one-third the distance that the ball is thrown. To execute zone coverage, a defender must 
be aware of the quarterback, must keep his shoulders over his feet in a balanced shuffle, and must get to 
the middle of his zone. The defender must break step to the ball as the ball is released, drive to the ball 
and not the receiver, and intercept the ball at its highest point.  

 
Have two receivers line up 15 yards apart from each other and facing the quarterback. One defender is 
lined up over the quarterback. When the quarterback drops back, the defender drops to the middle zone 
between the two receivers. Once the defender is the same depth as the receivers, he levels his hips and 
breaks in the direction of the ball, which can be thrown to either receiver. 
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Additional Resources 
 

There are numerous books, videos and websites for you to find other drills for your practices. Here are a 
few different books and websites to help get you started. 
 
Books 
 
Coaching Youth Football (5th Edition) (Most of the information in the WYF coaches guide came from 
this book) 
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Youth-Football-5th-
Sports/dp/0736085661/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1321825466&sr=1-1 
 
Survival Guide for Coaching Youth Football 
http://www.amazon.com/Survival-Guide-Coaching-Football-
Sports/dp/0736091130/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1321825466&sr=1-2 
 
Youth Football Skills & Drills: A New Coach’s Guide 
http://www.amazon.com/Youth-Football-Skills-Drills-
Coachs/dp/0071441794/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1321825466&sr=1-3 
 
Coaching Football for Dummies 
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Football-Dummies-National-
Alliance/dp/0471793310/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1321825466&sr=1-4 
 
Websites 
 
USA Football 
www.usafootball.com 
 
Positive Coaching Alliance 
www.positivecoach.org 
 
Y-Coach – www.y-coach.com 
www.y-coach.com 
 
Guide to coaching Sports 
www.guidetocoachingsports.com 
 
Football for Youth 
www.fbforyouth.com/tipsandtricks.html 
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